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Abstract

The aeromagnetic and satellite imagery data of the part of northcentral Nigeria were processed to delineate subsurface structures,

produced 2D models of the structures within the study area with a view to establishing the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai

fault zone geophysically. The lineaments extracted from the Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery are dense around Zungeru, Tegina and

Gidan Karauku area in the southwestern part of the study area, in the southeastern parts particularly around Chikun area

and also in the northern part around Kwaimbana and Doka. The N-S, NNE-SSW and NE-SW lineament trends are prominent

on the Landsat-7 ETM+. The inferred faults delineated from the aeromagnetic data showed that striking NE-SW trend is

predominant. The derived composite map of the inferred faults extracted from aeromagnetic data and the surface lineaments

delineated from the satellite imagery superimposed on the existing faults revealed the presence of several undetected faults

cutting across the study area. The location and orientation of the Zungeru/Kalangai fault zone in the northcentral part of

Nigeria which extend about 245 km, correlate with the existing fault on the published geological map of Nigeria and showed

that it possibly projected to the study area through the basement within Bida Basin from the southwestern part of Nigeria.

The results of the 2D models confirmed the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone and other several new faults such

as faults f3 (northern part), f4 (located around Kaya in the northeastern part of the study area), f6 and f9 (located around

Sengiakun area in the northwestern part of the study area) with their approximate source locations and dips. Conclusively,

these study confirm geophysically the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone which is dipping NW and other unmapped

major structures in the study area.
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Key points 

 The location and orientation of the Zungeru/Kalangai fault zone possibly projected to 

the study area through the basement within Bida Basin. 

 The presence of several major faults with and without surface expression corresponding 

to some unknown and known faults were revealed. 
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Abstract  

The aeromagnetic and satellite imagery data of part of northcentral Nigeria were processed to 

delineate subsurface structures, produced 2D models of the structures within the study area 

with a view to establishing the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone. The lineaments 

extracted from the Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery are dense around Zungeru, Tegina and Gidan 

Karauku area in the southwestern part of the study area, in the southeastern part particularly 

around Chikun area and also around Kwaimbana and Doka (northern part). The N-S, NNE-

SSW and NE-SW lineament trends are prominent on the Landsat-7 ETM+. The faults 

delineated from the aeromagnetic data showed that NE-SW trend is predominant. The derived 

composite map of the faults extracted from aeromagnetic data and the surface lineaments 

delineated from the satellite imagery superimposed on the existing faults revealed the presence 

of several undetected faults across the study area. The location and orientation of the 

Zungeru/Kalangai fault zone in the northcentral part of Nigeria which extend about 245 km, 

correlate with the existing fault on the published geological map and showed it possibly 

projected to the study area through the basement within Bida Basin. The results of the 2D 

models confirmed the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone and other several new 

faults such as faults f3 (northern part), f4 (northeastern), f6 and f9 (northwestern) with their 

approximate source locations and dips. Conclusively, these study confirm geophysically the 

existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone which is dipping NW and other unmapped major 

structures in the study area. 

 

Plain Language Summary 

The study establish the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone geophysically and the essential role of the 

fault zone on the faulting system of the area. The presence of several unknown major faults 

with and without surface expression were revealed with the combined interpretation of satellite 

imageries and high resolution aeromagnetic data. The results of the 2D models confirmed the 

existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone and other several new faults such as faults f3 

(northern part), f4 (located around Kaya in the northeastern part of the study area), f6 and f9 

(located around Sengiakun area in the northwestern part of the study area) with their 

approximate source locations and dips. 

 

Keyword: Modelling, Subsurface Structures, Remote Sensing, Aeromagnetics, Fracture Zones, 
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1. Introduction 

The iPrecambrian iBasement iComplex iof iNigeria ias ian iintegral ipart iof ithe iWest iAfrican iCraton 

iis iknown ito ihave ibeen isubjected ito ivarious iepisodes iof ideformation. iStudies ihave isuggested 

ithe iinland iextension iof ithe ioceanic ifracture izones i(Romanche iand iChain ifracture izones) iinto 

ithe iNigerian iBasement iComplex i(Wright, i1976). iThe iIfewara iand iZungeru-Kalangai ifault 

izones iin ithe iwestern iparts iof iNigeria, iwhich iextends iover ihundreds iof ikilometres iare iassumed 

ito ibe iconnected iwith ithe iRomanche iand iChain ifracture isets i(Wright, i1976; iAjakaiye iet ial., 

i1986). iAdepelumi iet ial. i(2008) iinvestigated ithe iIfewara itranscurrent ifault isystem iusing 

iintegrated igeophysical imethods iacross iconspicuous iweakness izone inoticeable iin iLandsat iMSS 

iand iSLAR iimageries iin ithe iBasement iComplex iof isouthwestern iNigeria. iQuantitative 

iinterpretation iof ithe imagnetic idata ishowed ia inear-vertical ifault ifeature, itrending iin ithe iNNE–

SSW idirection. iLow iresistivity izones iobserved iin ithe iarea iwere isuggested ito ibe iformed iby 

ishearing iactivities iduring ilate iPrecambrian itimes. iThe istudy iconfirmed ithe iexistence iof ithe 

iIfewara ifault iand iassisted iin ihaving ian iunderstanding iof ithe itectonic ihistory iof ithe iIfewara 

ishear izone. 

Kolawole iand iAnifowose i(2011) ianalysed ithe idextral idiscontinuity ialong iIfewara-Zungeru 

iarea, iNigeria. iDetailed istudy iof ithe ilateral iextent iof ithis ispeculated ishear izone iutilizing iGoogle 

iEarth iimagery iand ifield imapping iof isome iparticular iareas ithat ihave ibeen irecognized ifrom ithe 

isatellite iimagery iwere icarried iout. iThree imajor ilineament itrends i(0°-10°, i160°-170° iand i170°-

180° idirections) iwere idelineated iboth ifrom ithe iGoogle Earth imagery and field observations. 

The results revealed that a section of the megastructure show a strike-slip (dextral) fault zone 

with a drag towards the North-North-West direction in Zungeru area and deduced that in order 

to further examine the impact of this discontinuity on the geodynamic history of the study area 

there is the need for more structural as well as geophysical investigation around the Zungeru 

segment of the megastructure, hence this study. 

Awoyemi et al. (2017a, 2017b) carried out a geophysical mapping to investigate the possible 

extension of Ifewara fault zone beyond Ilesa area, southwestern Nigeria to parts of Bida Basin, 

northcentral Nigeria. Analyses involving horizontal gradient magnitude, analytic signal 

amplitude and Euler deconvolution were carried out on the aeromagnetic data to delineate the 

Ifewara fault zones which extends through the Bida Basin. The study revealed that a number 

of minor and major faults with a dominant NNE–SSW and NE-SW trends associated with the 

Ifewara fault cut across the study area. The study concluded that there is an evidence of the 

continuation of Ifewara fault zone through Bida Basin to the northern Nigeria. 

A number of investigations have been carried out on the lineament analysis over parts of 

Nigeria. However, the structural attributes (such as depth, dip and strike) of the fault system 

have not been fully delineated and studied. Therefore, detailed information on the structural 

attributes and regional geophysical evidence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone is needed to 

obtain a structural map of the fault zone and its environs. This will be done by using a 

combination of High Resolution Aeromagnetic Data (HRAD) and satellite remote sensing 

technique.  

 

 



2. Geological Description of the Study Area 

The izone ienclosed iby ithis istudy iis iunderlain iby ithree ilow-grade imetamorphic ibelts iof isemi-

pelitic iand ipelitic ischists i(Kushaka iand iBirnin-Gwari iformations) i(Obaje, i2009) iand iare ifault-

controlled irift-like istructures i(Olade iand iElueze, i1979). iThese ischist ibelts iis ienclosed iby 

imigmatite-gneiss-quartizite icomplex iin ithe iKusheriki ischist igroup.The iBirnin-Gwari ischist 

iformation iis iflanked iwith iZungeru iMylonites ion iboth isides iand istrike ithe iwestern isideof ithe 

iKushaka ibelts. iAjibade iet ial. i(1979) istated ithat ithe icontact ibetween ithe iZungeru imylonite 

iidentified iwithin isome ischist ibelts, ithe ibasement iand ibetween ithe igneissic icomplexes iare inot 

imetamorphic ibut itectonic. iThe iZungeru-Birnin iGwari ischist ibelt icomprises ithe iunderlying 

iquartzo-feldspathic irocks iof ithe iZungeru igranulite iformation iand ithe iBirnin iGwari ischist 

iformation. i iThe iZungeru igranulite iformation ioutcrops ion iboth iside iof ithe ischist ibelt. iIt iis 

ilargely imade iup iof ifine-medium igrained iquartzo-feldspathic irocks iwhich iare iinterbedded iwith 

iamphibolites iand isome iquartzites. iThe iBirnin iGwari ischist iformation ioccupies ithe isynclinal 

iaxis iof ithe ischist ibelt iwith ithe ilower ipart iconsisting iofhigher igrade ibiotite-muscovite ischists iin 

ithe ieast iand ifinely ibanded iphyllites iin ithe iwest. The Kushaka schist belt which is known in the 

area to host gold mineralization forms a number of curving schist belts, disjointed by anticlines 

and domes of gneiss. The littler scale structures in Kushaka schist belt as described by Grant 

(1978) have a more complex and longer history. In contrast, the Kushaka schist belts are 

invaded extensively by plutons of granodiorite, syenite and granite, which often penetrate the 

axial zone of the belts. The geological map of the study area is shown in Figure 1. 

 

3. Methodology and Data Processing 

3.1 Landsat ETM+ Data Acquisition and Processing 

Multispectral Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (Landsat ETM+) imageries among 

others provide a number of bands in the short wavelength infrared (SWIR), thermal infrared 

(TIR) and visible regions, concentrated on particular spectral features due to various types of 

surface. The choice of the satellite imagery used was based on the availability, spatial 

resolution and acquisition date as well as the user need. The capturing date of the data falls 

within the dry season in which there is lesser vegetation cover, thus accentuating features with 

subtle physiographic expression and making the imagery more suitable for studying maximum 

surface anomalies.  

Four Landsat-7 ETM+ scenes (190/53,190/52,189/53.189/52) of February, 2002 were obtained 

from United States Geological Survey (USGS) and projected to WGS 84 UTM zone 32 N. The 

bands from the imagery were mosaicked in order to produce a seamless single image from 

which a subset covering the area of study bounded by Latitudes 9o 30 N - 11o 30 N and 

Longitudes 6o 00 E - 7o 30 E was generated and used for this study. Since each band of Landsat 

ETM+ imagery has different application purposes, the Optimum Index Factor (OIF) developed 

by Chavez et al. (1982) was used to select the optimal combination of three bands of the 

Landsat-7 ETM+ satellite imagery.  

The higher the value of the three band combination, the wealthier the information content. 

Bands 3, 5 and 7 were selected for false colour combination (FCC) (Figure 2) as they have the 



highest OIF value of 81.47. The 30 m resolution FCC imagery was merged with 15 m high 

resolution panchromatic data (band 8) in order to enhance the visual quality of imagery. Linear 

contrast stretching technique was applied to the pan-sharpened FCC image in order to 

accentuate the contrast of the imagery bymodifying the values in the 0 - 255 grey level range 

of individual band of the FCC image. Thereafter, the noise present in the contrast stretched 

image was removed and the edges were enhanced using the median filter edge enhancement 

technique for lineament extraction.  

The automatically extracted lineaments from the Landsat-7 ETM+ imageries in vector format 

were overlaid on Google Earth satellite image in order to remove false lineaments resulting 

from anthropogenic features such as roads and lineament errors such as those occurring at the 

boundary of the subset satellite imagery and too close, or overlapping lineaments (Hung et al., 

2005; Mallast et al., 2011). 

3.2 Aeromagnetic Data Acquisition and Processing 

The High Resolution Aeromagnetic Data (HRAD) used were acquired from the Nigerian 

Geological Survey Agency (NGSA) on a flight line in the direction NW-SE. They were spaced 

500 m apart and the tie lines in the direction NE-SW at a nominal spacing of 2 km. The nominal 

flight height was 80 m above the terrain. The removal of IGRF was based on epoch date of 1st 

of January 2005. The HRAD were interpolated into a uniform grid at 100 m spacing using 

minimum curvature gridding method to produce a Total Magnetic Intensity (TMI) map.  The 

TMI map was reduced to the equator to correct the effect of the magnetic inclination. The field 

inclination and declination used for Reduction to Equator (RTE) of the study area were -2.28o 

and -1.78o respectively (World Magnetic Model Epoch, 2005). The RTE removes anomaly 

asymmetry caused by inclination and locates the anomalies over the causative bodies. Upward 

continuation to a height of 100 m was applied to the RTE map to improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio and attenuate the noise/cultural features in the data. Analytic Signal Amplitude (ASA), 

Total Horizontal derivative (THD) and Euler Deconvolution (ED) methods were applied to the 

upward continued RTE map to determine the source edges and their possible depths of 

occurrence. The resulting maps were integrated to produce a magnetic lineament map. 

Structural map of the study area was generated from the lineament extracted from the Landsat 

imagery and aeromagnetic data. The RTE map was subsequently used to produce 2D models 

for the subsurface structures delineated within the study area. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The extracted lineaments in Figure 3 were the cumulative outcome of the processed Landsat-7 

ETM+ imagery. It is apparent from the Landsat-7 ETM+ lineament map (Carved areas; Figure 

3) that the lineaments trending in the NE-SW direction are dense around Zungeru, Tegina, 

Gidan Karauku and Kusheriki area enclosing with mylonites (Kolawole and Anifowose, 2011) 

in the southwestern part of the study area. It is also apparent that concentration of lineaments 

is evident in the southeastern parts particularly around Chikun area and in the northern part 

around Kwaimbana and Doka trending mostly in the NW-SE directions. The areas with 



relatively high lineament density are identified as areas of high degree of rock fracturing. The 

azimuth-frequency diagram derived shows that the study area is traversed by various lineament 

trends. The N-S, NNE-SSW and NE-SW trends are prominent on the Landsat-7 ETM+ while 

NNW-SSE, NW-SE, E-W and ENE-WSW trends are less prominent. The ample extent in the 

azimuths of the lineaments is due to the polycyclic migmatite, gneiss and granite terrain 

(Turner, 1983) which constitute major lithology of the schist belt in the study area. 

The variation in the magnetic field intensity across the TMI map (Figure 4) is ascribed to the 

differences in magnetic mineral content between different rock units and variation in the depth 

of the underlying rocks (Figure 4). The magnetic intensity values on the TMI map ranged from 

-82.1729 to 107.5586 nT. Some of the areas observed with high magnetic intensity value are 

Jigbeji (lower part of the study area) with anomalies trend in the E-W direction, parts of 

Sengiakun and Mutumji (Northwest). Areas with minimum magnetic intensity value of -82.2 

nT are dominant around Sengiakun. Rocks characterized with low intensity in low latitude area 

(such as the study area) usually have high susceptibilities while rocks with high magnetic 

intensity usually have low magnetic susceptibilities. Linear anomalous zones trending in the 

NE-SW and NW-SE directions are discerned on the TMI map. The NE-SW trending linear 

anomalous zone extends from Bogi-Zungeru area (Southwest) to Giwa area (northeastern 

portion of the study area) while an elongated NW-SE trending anomaly was observed in the 

northeastern part of the study area. A qualitative examination of these conspicuous magnetic 

patterns revealed that the linear anomalous zones are reflected by magnetic lows bounded by 

magnetic highs and can be interpreted as reflecting an extensive structure in the Precambrian 

Basement.  

 In order to highlight the contact locations and directions, the THD and ASA maxima (that is, 

the source edge locations) was overlaid on the THD and ASA maps respectively (Figs. 5 and 

6). The directions of various forms of linear maximum amplitudes on the THD and ASA maps 

were also similar. The maximum amplitudes on the THD and ASA correspond to geological 

contacts.  

The result of 3D Euler deconvolution (ED) for the study area is shown in Figure 7. Reid et al. 

(1990) indicated that a suitable structural index used is reflected with a clustered solutions.  

Therefore, in order to locate faults and their depths of occurrence within this study area, a 

structural index of one (1) which depicts a dyke/fault  (Reid et al., 1990) was selected for this 

study and gave a well clustered solutions. The Euler solutions show the spatial locations and 

non-uniform depths of the interpreted structures (Figure 7). The linear solutions are therefore 

interpreted as faulted block boundaries. These solutions matched with the source edges that 

were also delineated with the ASA and THD methods. Non-uniform depths range of 180 to 

over 900 m were distributed across the study area. Some important zones evident on the Euler 

plot are made noticeable by oval shapes (L1 to L4). L1, which shows contiguous solutions with 

non-uniform depths is approximately trending in NE-SW direction outstretching to the 

northeastern part from the southwestern part (Bogi-Zungeru) of the study area and it served as 

conjugate pair to L2 solutions. L2 and L3 observed in the northeastern and northwestern part 



respectively mark a series of NW-SE trending solutions. Linear solutions enclosed in an oval 

shape labelled L4, bisected by L3 solutions, is also observed in the northwestern part.  

4.1 Composite Map 

The icomposite imap iof iall ithe isource iedge idetection itechniques iwas iproduced iby isuperimposing 

ithe imaxima iof iASA i(brown), iTHD i(pink) iand iEuler isolutions i(black) i(Figure i8). iThe imatching 

imaxima/solutions iof iTHD, iASA iand iED iare iindicative iof isubsurface irock iboundaries iwhich 

icould ibe ilithological icontacts ior istructures. iApart ifrom ithis ireliability ideduced ifrom ithe iuse iof 

imore ithan ione itechnique ifor ilocating ithe imagnetic isource iedges, ithe iconflation iof ithese 

itechniques ihas idiverse iimplications ion ithe istrike, ilength, idip idirection iand idepth iof ithe 

isubsurface istructures. i 

 

4.2 iInferred iContact iLocations 

The icontact ilocations i(Figure i9) iinferred ifrom iTHD iand iASA itrend iin ivarious idirections, 

idominantly iin iN-S, iW-E iand iNE-SW. iOther itrends iobserved ion ithe iazimuth-frequency 

idiagram iare iin iNNE-SSW, iWNW-ESE, iNW-SE, iNNW-SSE iand iENE-WSW idirections. 

iAcross ithe istudy iarea, isome icontact ilineaments iextend iseveral ikilometres. iThese icontacts imay 

ibe ia irepresentation iof ielongated iboundaries, iormajor ifaults ibetween idifferent irock iunits ithat 

imight ihave ibeen iaffected iby ithe isame itectonic ihistory. i 

4.3 iInferred iFaults iand iInvestigation iof iZungeru-Kalangai iFault 

The iinferred ifaults iare icomposed iof imajor iand iminor ifaults ior icontiguous ifaults i(Figure i10). 

iThe iinferred ilineament imap iand iits iassociated iazimuth-frequency idiagram ishowed ithat ithe 

ifaults iinferred itrending iin iNE-SW, iENE-WSW. iE-W iand iNW-SE idirections, iamong iwhich 

iNE-SW itrends iare idominant. iOther itrends iidentified ion ithe iazimuth-frequency idiagram iare iN-

S, iNNE-SSW iand iWNW-ESE itrending ifault isystems. iSimilar itrends iof istructures iclose ito ieach 

iother iare iplausible ito ihave iresulted ifrom ithe isame itectonic iprocess ior iprocesses i(Awoyemi iet 

ial., i2017a). 

Wright i(1976) iopined ithat ithe iChain iand iRomanche ifracture izones iof ithe ioceanic ifractures 

icould ibe ilinked ito ithe iprominent iNNE-SSW iand iNE-SW ishear izones iof ithe isouthwestern 

iNigerian iBasement iwhich iis iin iconcordance iwith ithe imajor ifaulting iassociated iwith ithe ischist 

iBelt iof ithe inorthern iNigeria. iThe ipattern iof ithese ifracture isystems iwas iprobably iestablished 

iduring ithe iPan-African iOrogeny i(McCurry, i1971). iApparently, ithe iNE-SW, iENE-WSW iand 

iNW-SE ilineament itrend iidentified ifrom iLandsat iimagery iand iaeromagnetic imap ican ibe itaken 

ias isignificant ifeatures iof ithe itectonic iframework iin ithe iNigeria iBasement iComplex i(Oluyide, 

i1988; iOlasehinde iet ial., i1990). i 

The iinferred ifaults iextracted ifrom iHRAD iand ithe isurface ilineaments idelineated ifrom ithe 

isatellite iimagery iwere isuperimposed ion ithe iexisting ifaults ishown ion ipublished igeological imap 

iof iNigeria ifor ipossible icorrelation i(Figure i11). iWith ithe iresult ipresented ifrom ithe icomposite 

imap, iseveral iundetected ilineaments itraversing ithe istudy iarea iwere irevealed. iSome iof ithe 

iinterpreted iinferred ifaults icorresponds ito imultiple ilineaments iat ithe isurface. iHowever, ia 

inumber iof ithe iinterpreted ifault ihave ino isurface iexpression iwhich isuggests ithey iare iburied 



ifaults. iThe isurface ilineaments iare idenser ion ithe iLandsat iETM+ iimagery ithan ion ithe iHRAD 

idue ito ithe ifact ithat ithe idatasets irespond ito idifferent iphysical iproperties iof ithe igeological iunits 

iand ifeatures. iThe idifference iin ithe iphysical iproperties iof ithe idifferent itechniques iis idue ito ithe 

ifact ithat iaeromagnetic idataset irespond ito isusceptibility icontrasts iof irocks, iwhile ithe isatellite 

iimagery irelies ion isurface iradiation ireflectance. 

From iFigure i11, ithe ilocation iand iorientation iof ithe imajor ifault ilabelled if2 iwhich iextend iabout 

i245 ikm, iindicate ithe iZungeru/Kalangai ifault izone iin ithe inorthern ipart iof iNigeria iand ishow ia 

iclose ispatial icorrelation iwith ithe iexisting ifault ion ithe ipublished igeological imap iof iNigeria. iThe 

iinferred ilineament imap ishows ithat ithe iZungeru/Kalangai ifault izone iprojected ito ithe istudy iarea 

ithrough i ithe ibasement iwithin iBida iBasin ifrom ithe isouthwestern ipart iof iNigeria i(Awoyemi iet 

ial., i2017a, i2017b) iand icuts ithrough iBogi, iZungeru ipassing ithrough iTegina, iKafura iKan 

iHauwa, iKadaura ito iGiwa iand ishow icontinuation ibeyond ithe istudy iarea. iAccording ito iOnyedim 

iand iOcan i(2001), ithe iIfewara-Zungeru/Kalangai ishear izone iprobably iexisted iwith ithe 

iemplacement iof ithe imylonites iboth iat iIfewara iand iZungeru iareas, ithus isuggesting ithat ithe 

imylonites imight ihave ibeen iproduced ias ia iresult iof iPan-African ishearing ialong ithe 

iZungeru/Kalangai ifault. iMany iother iNE-SW itrending ifaults iin ithe istudy iarea icould ibe 

iassociated iwith ithe istress ihistory iof iZungeru/Kalangai ifracture isystem. Close ilineaments iin ithe 

isame iorientation/direction iwith ithe iZungeru/Kalangai ifault ishow ithey iare ilikely ito ihave ithe 

isame itectonic iorigin. iThe ifracturing imight ihave iresulted ias ia iresponse ito ithe iregional istress 

ipropagating ithrough ithe istudy iarea iresulting iin iapproximately iNE-SW idirection. iAlso 

iobserved ion ithe ilineament imap iis ithe iNE-SW itrending iZungeru-Kalangai ifault i(f2) iintersected 

iby ia iNW-SE itrending ifault i(labelled if4), icreating ia iconjugate ipair iaround iKaya iarea iin ithe 

inortheastern ipart. iAlso, ia iNE-SW itrending ifault if9 iaround iSengiakun iis ibisected iby ifaults if6 

iand if7 iin ithe inorthwestern ipart iof ithe istudy iarea. iThe iNE-SW itrending ifault if9 imight ihave 

iresulted ifrom ithe istress ihistory iof ithe iZungeru-Kalangai ifault izone iand iis ilikely ito ihave ithe 

isame itectonic iorigin. i 

5. Magnetic Modelling 

In order to confirm the location of the delineated faults, their dips and depth of occurrences in 

the area, 2D modelling was performed. The 2D forward modelling creates models that 

represent the basement topography with magnetic properties that gives a magnetic anomaly 

model similar to the observed field. Ten profiles were taken in directions orthogonal to the 

prominent inferred faults to confirm their existence (Figure. 12a). The locations of the inferred 

faults were taken into consideration for the modelling. Euler depth solutions were obtained 

across each profile and the depth result from Source Parameter Imaging (SPI) technique was 

used as control across the profile for basement topography (Figure 12b).  

Profile A-A' extends a distance of 25.7 km and was taken around Zungeru area, southwestern 

part of the study area in the NW-SE direction. The observed anomalies along this profile ranged 

in magnetic intensity from -55.38 to 53.41 nT. The Euler solutions along the profile have a 

depth range of 245.7 to 743.6 m. The anomaly on Figure 13 showed a magnetic response 

characterized by a negative low anomaly that occurs between positive high anomalies. For 

example, the shape of the anomaly shown with oval-shaped (blocks 5 and 9) on Figure 13 is a 



typical representation of a thin dyke which shows a relatively high susceptibility (0.003 cgs) 

than the surrounding blocks (0.002 cgs) while the anomaly marked by a rectangular-shaped 

(bounding blocks 11, 12 and 13) is a representation of a thick dyke. The model was 

complemented by Euler depth solutions. The faults f1, f2 and f8 correspond to those labelled 

along profile A-A'. Fault f2 indicate the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone whose source locations 

occur at depth range of 266 to 602 m has a magnetic response which depicts a thick dyke. From 

the model, this anomaly representation confirmed that the Zungeru-Kalangai fault is a fault 

zone and dipping SE. Also, a minor fault f1and f8 along the profile occur at depth range of 373 

to 619 m. According to Gettings (2005), Isaksson et al. (2007), the magnetic susceptibility of 

rocks reduces as a result of alteration of rock from fractures. Thus, the low susceptibility 

observed within the area might be as a result of fractured/faulted rock. 

Profile B-B' was taken in the NW-SE direction along Kwona Mutua and Kufura Kan Hauwa 

located at central part of the study area cutting through the central part and lower part of the 

inferred faults labelled f2 and f3 respectively. It extends a distance of 30.9 km and the observed 

magnetic intensity along the profile ranged from -59.22 to 15.03 nT. This profile (Figure 14) 

was modelled as sixteen (16) basement blocks whose boundaries are associated with structural 

features (e.g contacts and faults). The Euler depth solutions across the profile ranged from 

198.7 to 1147.6 m. Blocks 6 to 12 are displaced by resulting effect from faults f2 and f3 . The 

magnetic response in carved rectangular-shape between blocks 6 to 12 is characterized by 

negative low anomalies bounded by positive anomalies which shows a representation of a thick 

dyke. Fault f2 is dipping SE and confirms the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone as also confirmed 

by profile A-A'. The source locations of fault (f2) at this point ranged from 198 to 809 m. Fault 

f3 might have been initiated by the tectonic history that affected the Zungeru-Kalangai fault 

zone. 

Profile C-C' was taken along SSW to NNE direction around Dan Dume and Kaya in the 

northeastern part of the study area. This profile covers a distance of 32.9 km as shown in Figure 

15. The intensity of the magnetic anomalies ranged from -25.74 to 25.74 nT. The presence of 

V-shaped anomalies and the Euler depth solutions above blocks 6 to 10 and block 4 shows it 

is most likely to be a dyke (thick and thin dyke respectively). Blocks 6 to 10 are displaced by 

fault f4 and has a typical magnetic response of a thick dyke. Fault f4 in the northeastern part of 

the study area form a conjugate pair with fault f2 (Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone) as shown in 

Figs. 11 and 12. The source locations of this fault (f4) is complemented by Euler depth solutions 

which ranged from 218 to 447 m. A minor fault f5 along profile with depth range from 195 to 

467 m occur at block 4 has a magnetic response of thin dyke dipping NNE. The Euler depth 

solutions across the profile C-C' ranged between 174.4 to 811.4 m. 

Profile D-D' covers a distance of 29.9 km and was taken along SW-NE direction passing 

through parts of Dan Dume and Giwa in the Eastern part of the study area (Figure 16). The 

intensity of the magnetic anomalies along this profile ranged from –115.54 to 73.57 nT. This 

area was modelled as ten (10) blocks with susceptibility values ranging from 0.001 to 0.004 

cgs. The solutions occurred at depth ranging from 97.3 to 1227.9 m. Blocks 3 (0.003 cgs) and 

7 (0.004 cgs)  show a magnetic response of a thin dyke with a relative high susceptibility than 

the surrounding blocks and are displaced by two major faults f6 and f7 which are dipping SW 



and vertical respectively within the study area. The Euler depth solutions obtained across fault 

f6 ranged from 176 to 451 m while that of fault f7 ranged from 191 to 665 m. 

Profile E-E' was taken in the NW-SE direction around Sengiakun in the northwestern part of 

the study area. This profile (Figure 17) was modelled as eleven (11) basement blocks and 

extends a distance of 28.5 km. The observed magnetic intensity along the profile ranged from 

-61.95 to 25.69 nT. The profile was complemented by Euler depth solutions which ranged from 

231.23 to 1021.9 m. The magnetic response above block 8 which is displaced by fault f9 shows 

a typical representation of a thin dyke with a relatively high susceptibility of 0.002 cgs than the 

surrounding blocks (0.001). Fault f9 have a dip in the SE direction. The source locations of 

fault (f9) ranged from 231 to 603 m. 

The magnetic profile F-F' was taken in the NW-SE direction in the northwestern part of the 

study area and covers a distance of 21.6 km. This profile (Figure 18) was modelled as ten (10) 

basement blocks. The observed magnetic intensity along the profile ranged from -62.76 to 

40.44 nT. The Euler depth solutions across the profile ranged from 120.3 to 655.8 m. Blocks 2 

and 3 are displaced by a lineament labelled f11 while block 7 is displaced by fault f9. The 

magnetic response from both faults is a typical representation of a dyke and this confirmed 

them as a fault. The depth locations of fault f9 occur from 120 to 340 m. Block 9 also show the 

magnetic response of a dyke displaced by a minor fault along the profile as shown in Figs. 11 

and 12. 

The direction of profile G-G' was taken across faults f6 and f7 from SW to NE around 

Sengiakun in the northwestern of the study area. This profile covers a distance of 27.5 km as 

shown in Figure 19. The intensity of the magnetic anomalies ranged from -85.57 to 37.76 nT. 

Judging by the presence of the V-shaped anomalies above blocks 5 and 8 which are displaced 

by faults f6 and f7 respectively, it is mostly likely a thin dyke. These confirmed the faults earlier 

explained on profile D-D'. The susceptibilities of blocks 5 and 8 is 0.002 and 0.003 cgs 

respectively which is relatively high than the surrounding blocks. The depth of occurrence of 

faults f6 and f7 ranged from 191to 655 m and 368 to 547 respectively. 

The direction of profile H-H' was taken across faults f4 from NE to SW around Kaya in the 

northeastern of the study area. This profile covers a distance of 26.3 km as shown in Figure 20 

and was modelled as twelve (12) blocks. The intensity of the magnetic anomalies ranged from 

-52.55 to 25.32 nT while the susceptibility of the modelled blocks ranged between 0.001 to 

0.002 cgs. Blocks 4 to 7 are displaced by a major fault f4 which shows a magnetic response of 

a thick dyke as earlier shown on profile C-C'. Profile C-C' and H-H' both confirmed that fault 

f4 is a fault zone dipping NE. Block 11 is displaced by fault f10 and has vertical dip. 

The magnetic profile I-I' was taken in the NW-SE direction in the northwestern part of the 

study area across fault f2 and covers a distance of 22.8 km as shown in Figure 21. Block 6 is 

displaced by fault f2. The magnetic response above block 6 shows that fault f2 is a thick dyke. 

This has been shown with profile A-A' and B-B'. However, profile A-A', B-B' and I-I' 

confirmed the Zungeru-Kalangai fault (f2) as a fault zone and also dipping SE. The observed 

magnetic intensity along the profile ranged from -73.87 to 24.76 nT.  



Profile J-J' was taken across the upper part of fault f3 around Malan Mudi in the northern part 

of the study area. This profile covers a distance of 23.5 km as shown as shown in Figure 22. 

The observed magnetic intensity along the profile ranged from -216.0 to 46.23 nT. Profile J-J' 

was modelled as four (4) blocks with susceptibility ranging from 0.001 to 0.006 cgs. Block 3 

is displaced by fault f3 whose susceptibility is higher (0.006 cgs) than the surrounding blocks 

(0.001 cgs). The shape of the anomaly above block 3 and its high susceptibility indicate it is 

likely a thin dyke (intrusion). 

The possible 2D models of the basement blocks along the selected profiles shows and confirm 

the faults, their approximate source locations and dips (Figs. 13 - 22). The results of these 

models are in agreement with the results of the application of THD, ASA and ED methods to 

the HRAD. The results confirmed the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone and other 

several hitherto undetected faults such as faults f3 (northern part of the study area), f4 (located 

around Kaya in the northeastern part of the study area), f6 and f9 (located around Sengiakun 

area in the northwestern part of the study area).  The structural attributes of some of the inferred 

faults delineated are shown on Table 1.   

6. Summary and Conclusion 

Integrated satellite imagery (Landsat-7 ETM+) and High Resolution Aeromagnetic Data 

(HRAD) have been employed to confirm the existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone in 

Nigeria. In order to delineate the possible contact locations, depths, strikes, dip directions of 

faults and their surface expression within the study area, the geologic lineaments from remotely 

sensed data and magnetic lineaments from the aeromagnetic data were analysed and used to 

produce 2D models of the subsurface structures. The lineaments trend on the Landsat ETM+ 

showed a prominent lineament trend in N-S, NE-SW and NNE-SSW directions. The 

lineaments trending in the NE-SW direction are dense around Zungeru, Tegina and Gidan 

Karauku area enclosing the mylonites that might have been produced as a result of Pan-African 

shearing. The identified structural trends on the HRAD strike N-S, NNE-SSW, NW-SE, ENE-

WSW, E-W, NE-SW, WNW-ESE and. The orientation (NE-SW) and location of the inferred 

fault emanating from the Bogi-Zungeru area (southwestern) to the Giwa area (northeastern) on 

the magnetic lineament map suggest a significant fault in the study area. This major fault was 

bisected by a NW-SE fault, thereby creating a conjugate pair on the fault at Kaya area 

(northeastern part).  

Comparing the lineaments extracted from the HRAD and satellite imageries with the existing 

faults digitized from the geological map of Nigeria showed significant correlation between the 

location and orientation of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone in the northern part of Nigeria. 

Many other NE-SW trending faults within the study area could be associated with the stress 

history of Zungeru/Kalangai fracture system. Close lineaments in the same 

orientation/direction with the Zungeru/Kalangai fault show they are likely to have the same 

tectonic origin. The fracturing might have resulted as a response to the regional stress 

propagating through the study area in approximately NE-SW direction. The surface lineaments 

are denser on the Landsat ETM+ imagery than on the HRAD due to the fact that the datasets 

respond to different physical properties (surface radiation reflectance and susceptibility 



contrast of rocks) of the geological units. Ten profiles were selected across the anomalies 

reflecting prominent structures and modelled to reveal the 2D image of the basement fault 

blocks and their depths. The variations in magnetic susceptibility of the basement rocks was 

revealed and low magnetic susceptibilities of rocks observed on the models were due to the 

fractured bedrock within the study area. These were used to confirm geophysically the 

existence of the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone which is dipping SE and other mapped major 

structures in the study area. 

This study concluded that the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone do exist and that the fault zone dip 

SE with a conjugate fault pair around Kaya area. It was observed that the fault zone possibly 

propagated into the study area through the Bida Basin. The regional field stress associated with 

the Zungeru-Kalangai fault zone would have played an essential role on the faulting system of 

the area. The presence of several major lineaments with and without surface expression 

corresponding to some unknown and known faults were revealed with the combined 

interpretation of satellite imageries and HRAD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1: Geological map of the study area (Adapted from NGSA, 2004) 

Figure 2: Landsat ETM+ false colour composite image (FCC) using bands 357 (RGB) suitably 

pan-sharpened, contrast stretched and edge enhanced  

Figure 3: Landsat ETM+ lineament map of the study area 

Figure 4: Total magnetic intensity (TMI) map of the study area  

Figure 5: Total horizontal derivative map with maximum amplitude points overlain on the map 

Figure 6: Analytic signal amplitude map with maximum amplitude points overlain on the map 

Figure 7: Euler solutions plot using structural index of 1 (depth varies with colour) 

Figure 8: Composite Map of the estimated Locations from THD (pink), ASA (brown) and Euler 

Solutions (black)  

Figure 9: Inferred Contact Locations Map from THD and ASA 

Figure 10: Lineament Map of the Study Area showing the Inferred Faults from the Composite 

Map of the THD, ASA and Euler Solutions  

Figure 11: Composite lineament map of the inferred faults from HRAD and tectonic 

lineaments from the satellite imageries superimposed on the existing structural map of the 

study area. 

Figure 12a: Ten magnetic profiles drawn across major faults 

Figure 12b: SPI map showing variations in depth to across the study area 

Figure 13: Geological model along profile A-A' 

Figure 14: Geological model along profile B-B' 

Figure 15: Geological model along profile C-C' 

Figure 16: Geological model along profile D-D' 

Figure 17: Geological model along profile E-E' 

Figure 18: Geological model along profile F-F' 

Figure 19: Geological model along profile G-G' 

Figure 20: Geological model along profile H-H' 

Figure 21: Geological model along profile I-I' 

Figure 22: Geological model along profile J-J' 
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Figure 1: Geological map of the study area (Adapted from NGSA, 2004) 

 



 

Figure 2: Landsat ETM+ false colour composite image (FCC) using bands 357 (RGB) suitably 

pan-sharpened, contrast stretched and edge enhanced  



 

Figure 3: Landsat ETM+ lineament map of the study area 



 
Figure 4: Total magnetic intensity (TMI) map of the study area  

 



 

Figure 5: Total horizontal derivative map with maximum amplitude points overlain on the map 



 

Figure 6: Analytic signal amplitude map with maximum amplitude points overlain on the map 



 

Figure 7: Euler solutions plot using structural index of 1 (depth varies with colour) 



 

Figure 8: Composite Map of the estimated Locations from THD (pink), ASA (brown) and Euler 

Solutions (black)  

 



 

Figure 9: Inferred Contact Locations Map from THD and ASA 



 

 

Figure 10: Lineament Map of the Study Area showing the Inferred Faults from the Composite 

Map of the THD, ASA and Euler Solutions  



 

 

Figure 11: Composite lineament map of the inferred faults from HRAD and tectonic 

lineaments from the satellite imageries superimposed on the existing structural map of the 

study area. 



 

Figure 12a: Ten magnetic profiles drawn across major faults 



 

Figure 12b: SPI map showing variations in depth to across the study area 



  

Figure 13: Geological model along profile A-A' 

 

   



 

Figure 14: Geological model along profile B-B' 

 

Figure 15: Geological model along profile C-C' 



 

Figure 16: Geological model along profile D-D' 

 

Figure 17: Geological model along profile E-E' 



 

Figure 18: Geological model along profile F-F' 

 

Figure 19: Geological model along profile G-G' 



 

Figure 20: Geological model along profile H-H' 

 

Figure 21: Geological model along profile I-I' 



 

 

Figure 22: Geological model along profile J-J' 

 

 

 


